
SPORT AND GAMES ESSAY

Here are essay on Sports and Games of varying lengths to help you with the topic in your exam. You can select any
Sports and Games essay which you like the.

Sports and games give us opportunity to grow in life. In spite of their defects, games and sports are essential to
our healthy growth. Too much physical exertion tires our nerves. As the time evolved, these activities
groomed and finally became sports. Parents pay special attention to their children to take part in games. Sports
creates a vigour among students. A healthy diet nourishes our mind and body. The importance of sports is
increased because it broadens the panorama of students. They are essential in childhood when a child is
learning things, equally important in youth when vigour and strength are at its best. Sports teachers the lesson
of discipline and confidence. Games and sports also produce a sense of equality, co-operation and fraternity. It
is through games and sports only that we can learn how best to overcome the challenge of life. Thus, sports
have great value in life. If one is cheerful and healthy, he or she is able to get the best out of life. They keep us
healthy and fit. J Abdul Kalam Health: Health is wealth, and everybody is aware of it. Importance of Sports
words : Health is wealth. Ancient men used to hunt animals for their food. A player really enjoys life.
Sportsmen and players have started choosing sports and game as their career. When the man became civilized,
his sports also changed. They help in developing mental and physical toughness. Sports develop a sense of
friendliness. Games teach us the lesson of discipline, team-work, patience and punctuality. In life this
discipline is beneficial, it makes life happier and easy. Greeks were the first nation who invented modern
sports. As a result, one feels smart and cheerful throughout the day. Students character is also built when they
play follow the rules of games. There are different kinds of games and sports. In addition to this, games and
sports teach us the presence of mind, fellow-feeling and discipline. The children, young and mature people all
get benefits from sports. They should give proper time to studies and also devote some time for sports.


